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Abstract
At present it seems we have no answers to the
tbllowing questions, which I deem to be both
critical and basic:

¯ What are the fundamental distinctions that
need to be made in general ontological
categories ?

¯ How should we decide upon this set?
¯ How should they be defined?
¯ How can we move toward widespread

agreement on these ?

This paper proposes some means to find answers
and some initial proposals. It suggests that it is
time to attempt an experiment: to try to create a
top-level ontology in a new way, by having a
small group of experts slowly work toward
agreement, one by one, on a set of fundamental
ontological distinctions and the resulting
categories. I believe achieving agreement on ten
or twenty would be a remarkable
accomplishment. I discuss some candidates and
a possible modus operandi.

Introduction

Before we can share knowledge, we must agree
upon terminology, ontologies, knowledge
lbrmats, and first of all, our methodologies for
reaching agreement. One method that could
lead to such agreement is to merge existing

ontologies; there are now some attempts being made to
do this. But these attempts may assume that these
ontologies have enough right ideas and are clear
enough that basically all that is left is to combine them.
This is a worthwhile experiment, and I agree the,’e is a
lot of useful stuff in some of these, but I doubt that the
result will prove to be the last word. It might just yield
YAO (yet another ontology), inheriting many
unresolved problems from the constituents. The well-
known ontologies we have now (see below) still seem
to me to be too different, and it otten seems that many
of their basic assumptions are unstated, unclear, or at
least unjustified.

So I suggest there is another way to obtain such an
ontology: by incrementally building it up with a wider
degree of collaboration than typically occurs within one
research group. I know of no attempt to create a new,
very basic top-level ontology thus:

1. by involving a diverse group of researchers, say
five or ten in various locations

2. who begin by first developing.a list of primitives,
distinctions and categories that are deemed
essential

3. who carefully document each decision in some
suitable shared forum and

4. who then tbllow an agreed process to see how
many of these they can get to the stage of
formalization.

If we can make some progress toward such a program,
the next steps would include tbrmalizing the ontology,
enlarging it, and exposing it to a wider degree of
criticism. If we try to do this and fail, we must ask
ourselves why, for it would bode ill for the notion of a
shared and agreed ontology. If we don’t try it, then the
current situation may continue tbr some time, which to
my mind would be unfortunate.
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I teel it is an experiment worth trying, and have
been proposing it tbr years (e.g. Skuce and
Monarch, 90; Skuce, 95a, 95b) Note that I do
not assume that there should be just one such
agreed-upon-ontology (AUO); but we have yet
to see even one, and this is the unlbrtunate
thing. (An AUO is one that a significant number
of researchers agree to adopt, like a
programming language, to facilitate sharing).
Some day there may be several AUOs serving
different purposes or communities. But if these
purposes or communities overlap, there will
have to be some common ontological agreement
if there is to be any kind of automated
knowledge sharing. But at the moment we need
at least one initial AUO as a strawman; we don’t
need more YAOs.

At the IJCAI in Montreal in 1995 I organized a
workshop on basic issues in ontology, though
few of the papers were concerned with truly
basic issues. Intbrmally, I attempted to get some
of the workshop participants together for talks to
try to discover, since I have very rarely seen
such in writing (the works of Guarino and Sowa
being notable exceptions), what they thought
were some of the fundamental ontological
distinctions (FODs) that any top-level (subject-
independent; very general) ontology must have.
In a time totaling about 12 hours, there was
some agreement rather superficially, since no
careful English definitions were worked out,
much less formal axioms. But it was an
interesting start, and I would like to continue it.
Below I will list some of the ideas that resulted
from that meeting and another with John Sowa
and Tony Sarris in November 1996. The
wordings are mine, but the ideas are a merge.

Some Definitions
ontology: a set of very general primitives,
distinctions and categories, hopefully with the
latter in a hierarchy, well defined both
linguistically and logically, and useful tbr
defining, organizing and sharing more specific
kinds of knowledge

primitive: a critical and very basic notion used
in making the informal definitions of the
distinctions and that cannot be defined, except
as in a dictionary. Best explicated by examples. I
am not sure if all primitives can be expressed as
predicates.

distinction: a well-defined criterion for distinguishing
something, or for distinguishing between two or more
things. Usually obvious to the senses. Expressible as a
predicate. May also be termed a contrast.

category: the usual notion of ontological category, i.e.
it is used tbr classifying entities. A category is based on
one or more distinctions. We may (?) equate category
with type. Expressible as a predicate.

entity: an~hing at all that you can name, think of, or
talk about. The top category if you have a hierarchy.
Probably should be a noun, verb, or adjective (what
about adverbs?)

Some Fundamental Ontological
Distinctions
Here is the tentative list of (most of the) FODs thai 
came up with in Montreal. As a possible means of
coordinating this activity, these definitions are publicly
available in IKARUS. Those with a password can add
comments and make changes when they are agreed
upon.

I suggest that we seem to be following a three-level
approach:

1) primitives are not defined, except in a dictionary o,"
by example (and we should agree on exactly which
definition to use)

2) FODs are defined using certain primitives. They are
expressed as predicates. Perhaps FODs just define
the most basic of categories.

3) categories are defined by the FOD predicates. Some
categories are defined by a single distinction, others
by combinations.

I arrived at this by looking at the list we created in
Montreal. Categories were being defined by
distinctions, and in explaining them, other notions
cropped up as essential. So it seemed that the terms
being used were occurring in one of these three places:
the name of a category, the name of a distinction used
to define the category, or a primitive notion used to
explicate the distinction. But sometimes a te,’m used
for a category might also be used as the distinction and
even the primitive.

Is this a structure that we can agree on’? Has anyone
articulated this idea before? If not, how should it be
changed? Are there really these three levels’? Are these
elusive primitives (the quarks of ontology’?) at the true
bottom, if there is such a thing?
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The FODs

So here are the "Montreal" FODs, with some of
their primitives. I will not try to define the
actual categories, though as I have just noted, in
some cases a category derives directly from the
distinction.

(NB: A/B/C...(D) means A, B, C etc are 
partition (also called a dimension) of some
category C
= means a proposed synonym).
These distinctions are available on IKARUS.

concrete=physical/abstract(entity)
"concrete" was taken by most to mean
"physical", but there was considerable
discussion over what physical should
mean. "having mass or energy" was one
proposed definition, but then places were
considered physical, so "located in
space-time" seemed to be the preferred
definition of concrete=physical. Space
and time therefore emerge as primitives
along with mass-energy. But are these
categories too (why not)?

atomic=monadic/composite( entity)
atomic seemed to mean "having no
parts". Are there things with no parts? It
seems as though part is a primitive, but
there are many notions of part.

material~place(physical entity)
a distinction applying to physical entities
(entity = anything whatsoever). Places
are physical but not material, which then
means "having mass or energy". Again
mass and energy (yes I know E=mc2)

seem to be primitives.

discrete/continuous(composite ?)
a distinction applying to composites.
May have to do with whether something
is naturally divided into parts with
boundaries, vs having parts that
continuously "blend". There may need to
be a third "middle" ground (a cake with
raisins). What are the primitives here?
boundaries, i.e. are discrete entities
those having well distinguished
boundaries?

state~process(entity ?)
This distinction seemed bound up with the
notion of change. The basic notion is that states
don’t change but processes do. Granularity may
be an issue, i.e seen at a fine granularity (e.g.
atomic) apparently static things may bc
changing. What are the primitives here?
Change? Granularity’? Can all entities call bc
in a state or process? Is this a true either-or
distinction, or is it a graded distinction? Do wc
want graded distinctions?

dependent/independent( entiO,)
Has to do with role relations and secondness, ls
dependent a primitive, or is it defined iq terms
of some notion of existence?

instance~predicate
"instance" I believe means "not a predicate"
(suggested by N. Guarino). Shall predicate be a
primitive (and does instance = not a predicate)?
Is this the same as instance/type? Is this the
same as particular/universal?

Some further distinctions (or notions) that were
discussed included:

occurrent
continuant
firstness
secondness
thirdness

for these five see papers by J. Sowa

eventuality
rigid~non-rigid

see papers by N. Guarino for these two

real/imaginary
mental(how related to imaginary?)
human
natural~artifactual
organic/inorganic
living/dead(organic)

The above were suggested as warranting attention by
the author

Discussion

The important point is that many of the above may not
be clear in most ontologies, even if they are present.
Part of the problem is these notions are not clear
enough generally, either to those of us in Montreal or
probably to anyone, I suspect. But many of us seem to
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.[’eel they are important. Hence if we are going to
create predicates or categories based on these
notions, how shall we

1. get clearer which we deem important; and
what shall be the actual terms?

2. get clearer about this level business?
3. agree on definitions, first in English, then

in logic’?

Looking in, say, the Oxford dictionary may be of
some help, but we do not want primitives or
whatever to depend only on English.. I suggest
that at least the primitives should have agreed-
upon definitions either directly from or modified
from such a standard English source, at least as
a beginning, and then there should be
unambiguous translations into at least five major
languages.

The role of language should be to provide basic
insights as to what is needed, to provide
definitions on which to build, to investigate the
status of the primitives, FODs and categories in
major languages (universality), and of course 
an informal medium for discussion. The role of
logic is to clarify meanings, relationships, and to
detect possible conflicts. We should bring in
logic as soon as we have formulated a
distinction or category sufficiently well that a
number of researchers are content with the
informal description. I am aware that some
believe that logic should be there not only from
the beginning, but maybe it should be all there
is: no natural language to muddy things up. But
someone has to clarify what the predicate
symbols mean, as best we can. Logic cannot do
this: it can only impose relationships between
predicates.

It would seem then that these notions are very
fundamental, the starting place of a general
ontology. Yet at the moment leading researchers
are having great difficulty articulating what they
are, agreeing how to define them, and agreeing
what terms to use. (Witness the various names
used for the "top" of an ontology, or even
whether there should be one "top".) Everyone
seems to have different ideas about how to make
these distinctions, which are most important,
what to call them, how to axiomatize them etc.
Most researchers have been concerned only to
promote their own, not to cooperate on reaching
agreement. So the task I suggest we must tackle

is: how to make some order from this chaos and learn
to cooperate.

Currently we seem to have no clear idea on how to go
about resolving these issues, to come up with a shared,
agreed general ontology. But there have been at least
two initiatives. Ed Hovy and Kevin Knight at ISI have
been trying to merge Cyc’s ontology (and others) into
their Pangloss ontology, but the problem remains that
others may not find the result acceptable, even if they
do (however their goal does not require general
acceptance). And the underlying basic levels of these
ontologieshave never been adequately documented, let
alone agreed upon, to my knowledge. The second
initiative, by Bob Spilllers of IBM, has been to initiate
a series of meetings in which some of these issues have
been discussed. At the fall meeting, there was general
agreement on the need for a single agreed-upon
ontology.

Part of the problem arises from discrepancies in how
an ontology should be viewed. One extreme views it as
primarily the defining of words (regardless of how,
ignoring potential logical flaws), whereas the other
considers it to be primarily the form~tlizing o./
knowledge in logic (forcing one to ignore words or
concepts that cannot be axiomatized, and not bothering
with any kind of definitions lor the primitives). Ideally,
an ontology should contain both a linguistic and a
logical component. But some have too many axioms
and not enough careful natural language definitions
and linguistic motivation; others err the other way.

The excessively logical view has several shortcomings
from our. perspective: it tends to over-emphasize
tbrmality (as almost as an end in itselt) and theretbre
tends to ignore many linguistic issues such as
clarifying the intended part of speech of a term, or
permitting polysemy. It has serious limitations on
expressiveness, i.e. it simply ignores any distinctions
that are problematic or maybe impossible to express,
even when they may be critical ones. Many lingu.ists
cannot understand logic, but linguists should be
partners in ontological debates, since questions like
linguistic universals seem to me critical. I would not be
keen on a primitive or FOD that seems not to be
expressible (and preferably lexicalized) in many major
languages. We need agreement on principles such as
what is the role of various natural languages’?

Let us for a moment consider some examples of "well
known" ontologies.
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Cyc’s ontology is now accessible on the
Web at www.cyc.com. I have written
elsewhere some of my impressions of it
(Skuce 93). I am currently importing it into
IKARUS.

The Penman ontology, specifically its Upper
Model (top-level) (Bateman et al 90), 
intended to assist in defining the meaning
of natural language, and does not have a
logical axiomatization. Penman forms the
basis Ior the merging being done at ISI.
The basic categories can be browsed in
IKARUS.

Sowa’s ontology is only recently emerging
after years of work on representational
issues (see his upcoming book). He takes 
very fundamental approach as do I. Sowa’s
ontology can be browsed in IKARUS.

The New Mexico natural language group
have put their ontology Mikrokosmos on the
Web at crl.nmsu.edu/users/mahesh/onto-
intro-page.htmi.

The Stanlord ontology group have a number
of ontologies accessible from their browser,
www-ksl-svc.stanford.edu:5915, but they
have not, as tar as I know, tried to develop
yet another general ontology (just as well!)

The work of Guarino et al (e.g. Guarino and
Giaretta 95, Guarino 97) offers very Ibrmal
logical definitions of some fundamental
distinctions. IKARUS contains some of his
ideas.

Now let me ask a difficult question. Assuming
you think some of the above distinctions are
important, can you find them in these
ontologies? How hard are they to find, and if
you tail to find them, can you be sure they are
not buried somewhere? Is this a good thing?

To facilitate answering such questions, I am
importing those ontologies that are Web-
accessible so one can browse them in a unitorm
manner in my IKARUS system, a tool intended
to make such things, including shared updating,
easy. For example, it will permit easier
comparisons. But its main motivation is to
provide a Iorum to study and critique these

existing ontologies and to create new ones such as the
proposed FOD ontology, since IKARUS permits users
to add information and is not committed to a particular
formal representation, a restriction of most other
systems. It purpose is similar to the Stantbrd ontology
editor, except that IKARUS is intended more lot
informal or semi-tbrmal structures, whereas the
Stantbrd system requires a strict formalization. For
most of these fundamental issues, we are not ready for
formalization yet.
On the other hand, purely linguistic approaches (i.e.
without any attempt at axiomatization) may not be
tormal enough Ibr many purposes, and logical
problems may lurk undetected. Hence 1 advocate the
tollowing approach: get the intuitions clear, make the
best possible definitions in a number of major
languages (dropping any primitive.or FOD or category
that resists this) and then proceed to the
axiomatization. Some of this may proceed in parallel. I
believe that one should not be torced to make a choicc
on the logic/linguistic axis, i.e. that the two approaches
should be complementary. I am advocating theretore a
two-phase approach, one that starts by viewing
ontologies primarily as terminology and proceeds to
"formalization" where appropriate, since some
concepts may resist mathematical formalization.

Modus Operandi

My proposed MO has been more or less introduced
above, but here I shall make it more explicit. A small
group of researchers (less than ten say) agree 
collaborate on this problem. First they must agree on
an MO such as the following:

1. I propose we use IKARUS as a communication
device, better than email. You can learn to use it
in a couple of hours. It is simpler and more
flexible that the Stanford system, which requires
KIF; this should be used qfler we have the
preliminaries settled. We can’ chose to keep our
work secret or leave it open to public scrutiny (I
prefer the latter, but the danger is we may be
swamped by flaming.)

2. Next, we need a list of primitives and/or FODs; I
propose the one above, but of course anyone may
propose changes.

3. Next, .we divide these up and each proposes some
definitions, and associated categories.

4. Everyone comments on everyone else’s work, and
the most problematic areas are identified.

5. We focus on these, and iterate.
6. We formalize whatever we can.
7. More iterating.
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6

.
When (if?) we get agreement on 
significant number of primitives, FODs or
categories, we invite comments from
outside. Perhaps the process will then go
back to 2. If we are lucky, at least some will
survive and begin to be cast in stone (i.e.
become candidates for standardization
efforts.)

Concluding Remarks

This paper offers three things:

¯ a short inventory of ontological terms and
some possible definitions

¯ a tool to assist in the process of trying to
reach some consensus (IKARUS)

¯ the offer of myself as a coordinator

Probably no one expects any kind of consensus
in the near future as to what an ontology is or
should contain; I don’t. It is not clear to me why
there should be such pessimism, since other (but
older) areas have managed to reach similar
agreements, for example in Lisp or databases.
But in cases like this, it took years of frustrating
incompatiblity before people were sufficiently
motivated to do something about it. By then,
much energy had been wasted converting back
and forth, and worse, progress was impeded
when people simply did not communicate.

The works of Sowa and Guarino deserve special
note. Each has developed their own ontology
fi’om basic philosophical principles, striving for
clarity and economy. Both are still in the
informal stage and still evolving. But they are
quite different.

This experiment should be seen as an alternative
to the "merging" experiment such as being now
attempted at ISI. If the merging succeeds, (i.e. if
most people are content with it) then it will
clearly have been valuable. But even if it does, I
feel the questions I am asking should still be
answered, and merging does not automatically
lead to answers. But what if the merging doesn’t
lead to a shared ontology? Should we wait a few
years to see’? Since I am not proposing anything
that would involve more than say (a total of) one
person-year of effort, I see no reason not to
begin now
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